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 Tuesday, November 20th    

Vocabulary: Complete the words about houses on stilts with the missing letter. (Copy and answer in 
your notebook.)  

sti___ts          l___ke          ri___er          lo___land___        woo___          w___ter  leve___    pest____ 

 

                                                     clim___te     des___gn      cho___se    

 
●    Wednesday, November 21st  

Reading and writing: Attachment 1 “Deforestation”. (Read the text and answer the activities. Print the 
attachment 1 and paste it in your notebook.) 

 

●     Thursday, November 22nd   

Vocabulary and grammar: Write sentences in your notebook with the following list of words. (Copy 
the chart in your notebook and write the sentences.)   

 

word sentence 

designer  

builder  

tires  

aluminum cans  

straw bales  

cartons  

plastic bottles  

boxes  

architect  

internet  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Work hard, dream big” 
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Attachment 1.   

 

DEFORESTATION 

 

   Read the text carefully then do the activities 

      The Amazon forest covers five million square kilometers, an area as big as the whole Europe 

excluding Russia. It contains one third of the world’s trees. However, the trees are disappearing. By 

1974, a quarter of the forest had already been cut down. In the following   year, 1975, four per cent 

of the remaining trees went. If the destruction of the forest continues at the same rate, there will be 

nothing left in a few years. 

 

      Scientists say that the disappearance of trees is already causing changes in the climate. In Peru, 

there is less snow than before on the high peaks of the Andes mountains. In Bolivia there is very little 

rain. 

 

      What will happen if more of the Amazon forest is cut down? According to climatologists if the 

Amazon forest disappears, there will be less oxygen and it will be difficult for us to breathe, the 

temperature will rise, the ice-caps at the North and the South poles will melt. Even the sea level will 

rise. Therefore, seaside cities will be flooded. 

 

     Scientists do not agree about the calculations which can be done in different ways with different 

results. But all the scientists agree that if we destroy the Amazon forest, it will be an environmental 

suicide. Life on earth will become difficult, and it may become impossible. 
 

 

Answer the following according to the text: 

a- How big is the Amazon forest? 

 

b- Why is the Amazon forest so important? 

 

c- What will happen if it ever disappears? 

 

Match words with their synonyms: 

     1-whole                                a- go up 

     2-climate                              b-result 

     3-rise                                     c-complete 

     4-consequence                   d-weather 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


